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Remarkably stable, water-soluble glyconanoring-coated

SWCNTs were prepared by self organization and photo-

polymerization of neutral diacetylene-based glycolipids on the

nanotube surface; the nanoconstructs are able to engage

in specific ligand–lectin interactions in a similar way to

glycoconjugates on cell membranes.

Endowed with unique size, shape and physical properties,

single wall carbon nanotubes (SWCNTs) are currently being

actively investigated as a vehicle for the in vivo smart delivery

of biologically relevant molecules, as nanometric sensors,

and potentially, for cancer treatment.1 Interestingly, recent

investigations, including an in vivo pilot study, have concluded

that conveniently functionalized water-soluble SWCNTs are

non-toxic.2 Therefore, the development of efficient strategies

for the construction of water-soluble, biocompatible CNTs is a

challenge of paramount importance.3,4 Owing to their high

surface area, bioengineered CNTs can be used to expose a

large number of biomolecules, in a manner that is similar to

the species involved in those critical biological processes

that favour multivalent ligand–receptor interactions.5 A

paradigmatic example of such events are those mediated by

carbohydrate–protein interactions,4 which include cell

adhesion, inflammation, tumour cell metastasis, and pathogenic

infections.6 Building on our interest in the synthesis of

CNT-based bionanomaterials,7 herein, we report a new

bottom-up approach for the preparation of remarkably stable

water-soluble SWCNT–carbohydrate nanohybrids with a

nanoabacus topology and with specific lectin affinity.

Our rationally designed approach to the desired glyconanoring-

coated SWCNTs, Fig. 1, is based on the previously reported

self organization around carbon nanotube surfaces of charged

anionic surfactants,7a,8 and on the known selective and

smooth photopolymerization of diacetylene-based glycolipids.9

Compared to other amphiphiles, glycolipids are characterized

by a complexity of interactions among the sugar groups, which

add finer details to the hydrophilic–hydrophobic balance

governing their self assembly.10 Thus, to tailor the properties

of the sugar-based biosurfactant for the desired self organization

on the nanotube, a diacetylene-based neoglycolipid I was

designed, which exhibits a 25 carbon-based hydrophobic tail

for an efficient van der Waals interaction with the CNT,

with a variable spacer and sugar group for fine tuning of the

hydrophilic–hydrophobic balance of the molecule. Neutral

detergents 7–11 used in this study (Scheme 1), were obtained

by a new, convergent, and modular strategy, starting from

(2-aminoethyl)-per-O-acetylated-1-thio-glycosides 1, 2, and 3,

for which a one step approach has been developed (see ESIw).
Sonication of SWCNTs in the presence of a homogeneous

aqueous solution of Lac-7 afforded unstable aggregates as

evidenced by rapid sedimentation of the carbon nanotubes in

the medium. This result reveals that lipid Lac-7 is unable to

self organize on the nanotube side-wall, most probably due to

its intrinsically unfavorable hydrophilic–hydrophobic balance.

Fig. 1 Overview of the glyconanoring strategy.

Scheme 1 Structures of (2-aminoethyl)-per-O-acetylated-1-thio-lactoside 1,

cellobioside 2, and mannoside 3, the bifunctional spacers 5–6, and the

diacetylenic acid 4 used for the synthesis of diacetylene-based Lac-7,

Lac-8, Cellob-9, Man-10, and Man-11.
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In order to validate this hypothesis, the more hydrophilic

lactose based surfactant Lac-8 was synthesized. This has been

achieved by the incorporation of the bifunctional ethylene

glycol derived spacer 5, obtained from tetraethylene glycol

in three steps (see ESIw) via amide bond linkage, to the

(2-aminoethyl)-2,20,3,30,40,6,60-hepta-O-acetyl-1-thio-b-lactoside 1.

After Staudinger azide reduction, a synthetic route similar to

that used for Lac-7, afforded glycolipid Lac-8 in good yield.

Consequently, by simply mixing the neutral lipid Lac-8 with

CNT in water without any additive, followed by sonication for

30 min, a black solution which remained stable for months

was obtained (Fig. 2A, vial 2). A similar stable black

suspension was obtained when glycolipid Cellob-9 derived

from cellobiose disaccharide was used with the same SWCNTs

(Fig. 2A, vial 3). These results show that an increase in the

hydrophilic–hydrophobic balance of the glycolipids, by

adding a poly(ethylene glycol) (PEG) chain, is crucial for the

functionalization of SWCNTs and the formation of stable

nanoconstructs in pure aqueous conditions. This observation

is corroborated by the fact that: (i) a decrease of the hydrophilic–

hydrophobic balance of the surfactant by using a

monosaccharide such as in Man-10, gave exclusively unstable

aggregates that precipitated quickly in water, and (ii) the use

of neoglycolipid Man-11 with the same sugar epitope

but a longer hydrophilic spacer 6 allows the remarkable

solubilization and functionalization of carbon nanotubes in

pure water. The macroscopic observation of a stable black

suspension is a result of the change in the native hydrophobicity

of the nanotube side wall, becoming more hydrophilic, due to

the functionalization of the SWCNT’s surface with glycolipids

and the exposure of the sugar epitopes to the polar

water phase. The characterization of SWCNT–neoglycolipid

nanoconstructs was carried out by transmission electron

microscopy (TEM), and nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR),

infra-red (IR) and Raman spectroscopies (see ESIw).
TEM images of native SWCNTs and SWCNTs-coated with

neoglycolipid Lac-8 are given in Fig. 2B and 2C, respectively.

As a consequence of the hydrophobic interactions, van der

Waals forces, and p-stacking among individual nanotubes, as

produced SWCNTs usually exist as dense bundles or ropes

that are deeply interconnected, Fig. 2B.11 Quite remarkably, a

simple functionalization with neoglycolipids Lac-8, Cellob-9

or Man-11 in pure water and strictly neutral conditions,

allowed the CNTs packages to exfoliate producing small

mainly individual sugar-coated nanotubes, as evidenced by

TEM analysis (Fig. 2C, D and E). Interestingly, the TEM

images show that the surface of the nanotube is completely

covered by striations of hemi-micelles, that can slide on the

nanotube in a similar way to beads on a single wire in an

antique abacus. Similar associations were previously reported

for charged and zwitterionic amphiphilic lipids,7,8 but as far as

we know this is the first time where such organization is

reported for a neutral, non-ionic surfactant in pure water.12

While up to three mechanisms were proposed to explain the

dispersion of CNTs with surfactants,13 the observed periodic

striations suggest that the microscopic binding mode is the half

cylinder mode.7a Interestingly, under such supramolecular

organization it is well documented that diacetylene lipids

undergo efficient and clean polymerization via a 1,4-addition

reaction to form alternating ene-yne polymer chains upon light

irradiation at 254 nm,9 affording strong polymerized glyconano-

rings around the surface nanotubes as shown in Fig. 3.14

After sonication of SWCNTs in the presence of aqueous

solution of Lac-8 as before, the mixture was then irradiated by

a laboratory UV lamp (254 nm) for 12 h in order to promote the

polymerization of the diyne functional groups around the

nanotube. The high stability of the polymerized glyconanorings

was ascertained by comparison with that of the non-polymerized

counterpart nanohybrids. While the latter precipitated after three

months the former ones remained stable for at least six months.

Additionally, the stable suspension of CNTs functionalized with

polymerized glyconanorings remained unchanged after washing

with methanol, heating in water at 80 1C for one week, and when

diluted in Hepes buffer (20 mM at pH 7.5)—in contrast with the

non-polymerized CNT–glycolipid nanoconstructs and to most of

the surfactant-based CNT-solubilization systems developed so

far (see ESIw). These results indicate that the SWCNTs are

coated with polymerized polydiacetylene-based glyconanorings

(PDA-GNR), forming stable, water-soluble multicomposites

namely SWCNT-PDA-GNR-Lac-8. It is worth mentioning that

this feature extends the utility of our bionanomaterials, since

polydiacetylene-tethered biomolecules have recently received

a great deal of attention as biosensors, due to their unique

properties upon external stimulation.9b

A central issue of this study was to demonstrate the ability

of such sugar epitope-bearing bionanomaterials to engage in

specific interactions with protein receptors. Theoretically, each

polymerized nanoring on the nanotube surface is surrounded

by a large number of sugar epitopes, much like the glycocalyx

Fig. 2 (A) Photographs of vials containing aqueous solution of: 1.

SWCNTs, 2. SWCNT-Lac-8, 3. SWCNT-Cellob-9, 4. SWCNTs-

Man-11. TEM images of the nanoconstructs negatively charged with

uranyl acetate: (B) as produced SWCNTs, (C) SWCNT–Lac-8, (D)

SWCNT–Cellob-9, (E) SWCNT–Man-11.

Fig. 3 Formation of SWCNTs coated with polydiacetylene-based

glyconanorings in pure water.
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at the cell membrane surface, and can act as ligands for specific

receptors. Therefore the SWCNT-PDA-GNR-Lac-8 exhibiting

lactose residues on the nanotube’s surface could be recognized

by a lactose-specific receptor such as Peanut agglutinin (PNA)

from Arachis hypogaea.15 In order to confirm this hypothesis,

we incubated SWCNT-PDA-GNR-Lac-8, with PNA in Hepes

buffer at pH 7.4 for 1 hour, and the result of the interaction was

characterized by TEM. As can be seen from Fig. 4A, the

abacus-like geometry was lost and the characteristic striations

could not be observed. The lectins covered extensively the

functionalized nanotubes whose surface becomes fuzzy and

from which individual lectin molecules can be found to stick

out (Fig. 4A, white arrows). Where they could be clearly

delineated at the edges of the tubes, the sizes of the particles

attached to the Lac-8-coated SWCNT were measured. A value

of 70 Å was obtained (s = 8 Å, n = 13), which is consistent

with the size of the 110 kDa PNA homotetramer for

which a hydrodynamic radius of 39 Å was determined by

ultracentrifugation analysis and dynamic light scattering

measurements.16 Additionally, the size of the attached particles,

Fig. 4A is identical to the size of purified lectin macromolecules

observed by electron microscopy in the absence of nanotubes

(see Fig. 4C). As a control experiment to demonstrate that the

absence of the striations formed by the glyconanorings is a

consequence of the specific interaction between the lectin and

the nanohybrid, we performed the same reaction between the

lectin and the glyconanohybrid SWCNT-PDA-GNR-Cellob-9,

exposing the cellobiose glycoligand which is not recognized by

PNA. In this case the characteristic abacus-like geometry

can still be observed (Fig. 4B), as a consequence of the

absence of specific interactions between PNA lectin and

SWCNT-PDA-GNR-Cellob-9. These results demonstrate that

SWCNTs coated with glyconanorings can engage in specific

molecular recognition with a protein receptor and preclude

non-specific protein binding.

The specific interactions with other biologically relevant

species such as cells, bacteria, and toxins, as well as studies

devoted to the removal of these fascinating polymerized

glyconanorings (GNR) from the nanotubes surface, their recovery

and further use, are under investigation in our laboratories.
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striations are still observed. (C) TEM image of purified PNA lectin alone.
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